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1 Introduction

The existing economic literature on consumer peer effects and electronic word of

mouth (eWOM) has to a large extent focused either on what other consumers

(or experts) say about products, or to what extent other consumers bought

the products. Economists tend to think that “talk is cheap” and that true

preferences are reflected by actions rather than words. From an economist’s

perspective, a natural presumption is therefore that the effects of other con-

sumers’ actual choices should have larger effects than other consumers’ stated

preferences. In this study we will focus on both signals: what people say about

a product and whether a product is in high demand. In particular, we will ask

which signal that matters the most to prospective consumers: other consumers’

stated (eWOM) or revealed preferences (observational learning).1

The online revolution has facilitated a dramatic increase in the commercial

use of user feedback systems. For almost any type of product – e.g. a vaca-

tion, a smart phone or a movie – it is now possible to easily access a host of

relevant measures of the popularity of a product or service such as user reviews

or average ratings. Economists and market researchers are becoming increas-

ingly interested in the workings of eWOM.2 The central economic question is to

what extent electronic user feedback and user statistics actually influence the

decisions of potential buyers.

Identification of such causal effects is tricky since measures such as ratings

and reviews from a specific site is potentially not the only information that

consumers have gathered before making their purchasing decisions. Information

about products may come from other sources; e.g. friends, experts and bloggers

may also have provided useful signals of the product’s quality. High quality of

a product may hence induce both high demand, and high user rating, which

confounds a causal interpretation of the association between user statistics and

demand indicators. A large number of studies have therefore used experimental

and quasi-experimental setups to measure the causal effects of eWOM and other

related peer effects.3

1Chen et al. (2011) and Li & Wu (2012) study similar questions. However, their identification

strategies are very different from ours.
2For a seminal theoretical (economics) contribution see Avery et al. (1999) and for a recent

survey see Chan & Ngai (2011).
3For the effects of expert reviews see: Reinstein & Snyder (2005) (movies) and Hilger et al.

(2011) (wine). For general peer effects see: Duflo & Saez (2002) and Sorensen (2006) (re-

tirement decisions/health plan); Hesselius et al. (2009) (sickness absence); Moretti (2011)

(movies). And for average user rating’s effect on demand see: Melnik & Alm (2003); Jin &

Kato (2006); Resnick et al. (2006); Lucking-Reiley et al. (2007); Cabral & Hortaçsu (2010)

(ebay auctions) and Chevalier & Mayzlin (2006) (books).
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For the effects of observational learning, see Bandura (1977) for a seminal

psychological contribution, and Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1992)

for seminal economics contributions. Prominent empirical studies that isolate

the causal effects of other’s choices include, Cai et al. (2009), Salganik et al.

(2006) and Tucker & Zhang (2007).

The first part of our analysis concerns the effect of others’ stated prefer-

ences. In order to identify the effect of average user ratings, we utilize the

specific way that Google play presents the ratings of its apps. In the list view

the consumer only observes the average user rating rounded off to the closest

half star. A single rating ranges from 1 to 5 stars, in whole star increments,

which means that the presented average rating only takes on values in the range:

(1.0; 1.5; 2.0; . . . ; 4.5; 5.0). An app that has the exact rating 3.249 will thus be

rounded down to 3.0, while an app with exact rating 3.251 will be rounded up

to 3.5. Standard results from regression discontinuity design (RD) states that

if the app distribution around the thresholds (1.25; 1.75; . . . ; 4.75) is continu-

ous, the causal effect of presented average ratings will be identified. Intuitively

we may think of each threshold as a local randomized experiment since apps

slightly below and slightly above are, under some conditions, almost identical in

expectation. This specific application of RD was pioneered in two recent stud-

ies that, independently, applied the same technique on the restaurant review

site, Yelp.com. This site presents average user ratings in a way that is similar

to that of Google play. The two previous studies find that higher user rat-

ings leads to higher reservation rates (Anderson & Magruder, 2012) and higher

revenue (Luca, 2011).

The RD strategy has a particular advantage in this type of setting, where the

discontinuity thresholds appear repeatedly throughout the whole range of the

forcing variable (average rating). Formally an RD estimate has a local average

treatment effect (LATE) interpretation around the identifying threshold. If the

threshold appears in a region where mostly “unrepresentativ” elements locate, a

LATE estimate may not be a good proxy for the average treatment effect (ATE),

which is often more relevant. The fact that we use 10 different thresholds, spread

out evenly throughout the whole range of average rating, makes the estimated

effect more generalizable.

This first part of our study, where we study stated preference, makes several

contributions to the literature on eWOM. First of all, our analysis is based on a

much larger dataset than the two previous studies that use a similar identifica-

tion strategy. Luca (2011) uses 854 restaurants (quarterly data) in his main RD

specification while Anderson & Magruder (2012) have access to data from 328

restaurants (daily data) for their main outcome variable (reservations). We use

a dataset from Droidmeter that includes daily scraped information for all apps

on Google play. Our main RD specification is based on data for 42 consecutive
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days covering about 50, 000 apps.4 Our large dataset allows for a richer set of

RD specifications and robustness checks.

An additional contribution is that we study a novel market that is interesting

in itself. The app-market is global and is growing very rapidly: from Google

play’s introduction in 2008 more than 25 billion apps have been downloaded from

the store (as of the 26 September 2012). The one billion threshold was reached

as late as in 2010 which indicates a very rapid increase since then.5 Furthermore,

given Google play’s position as the official Android marketplace, the ratings on

Google play are a very important source of information for potential consumers.

The last contribution relates to the details of how Google play presents

information. When apps are listed, the average rating is displayed at half-star

precision level. However, when a specific app is chosen, so that more detailed

information is displayed, the total rating distribution and the average rating

on 0.1 star precision level is displayed. A positive effect of being rounded up

to the closest half star therefore implies that users are inattentive to easily

accessible information.6 The RD framework can thus be applied also to the

more fine-grained, less saliently displayed, 0.1 star roundoffs. However, we find

no indication that consumers react to the average rating displayed at 0.1 star

level at all. This indicates that consumers mostly respond to the more salient

average rating that is rounded off to the closest half star.

We find that the causal effect of an additional half star corresponds to a

0.015−0.020 percentage point increase in the daily percentage change in number

of ratings (daily rating rate). We use the daily rating rate as a proxy for the

daily download rate as we do not have exact data for the latter measure. The

baseline daily increase in number of ratings is 0.425 percent. Given this, the

percentage point increase translates into a relative effect of a 4 − 5 percent

increase in the daily rating rate as a result of an additional half star.

As a robustness check we also perform the analysis with actual downloads,

measured in intervals (more on this below), as the outcome variable. The es-

timated effect is similar (but less precisely estimated) which indicates that the

daily rating rate is a good proxy for the daily dowload rate.

The estimated effect is stable for a wide range of bandwidths and is statisti-

cally unaffected by the inclusion of a number of control variables. It is, however,

larger for less downloaded apps (apps with fewer ratings). One explanation could

be that information about more popular apps is also spread through many other

channels, such as blogs, forums and off-line peer interaction.

4The total number of apps available at Google play is more than 10 times larger than this.

However, most of the apps have very few downloads, and even fewer ratings, which makes

them unsuitable to include in the RD analysis.
5Source: the official android blog (http://officialandroid.blogspot.se/)
6For a seminal contribution see Simon (1955). Later applications include: Chetty et al. (2009),

Gabaix & Laibson (2006), Finkelstein (2009), Lacetera et al. (2011), Pope (2009).
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The second part of our analysis complements the above analysis by using

number of downloads to measure the effect of others’ revealed preferences. We

specifically estimate the causal effect of increased number of displayed down-

loads, on future download rate (as above, approximated by the rating rate).

Google play displays the number of downloads for each app in rough inter-

vals. If we had information on exact downloads, we could in principle identify

the causal effect of switching download interval through the above RD strategy.

However, we only have access to the publicly available information on Google

play, which makes an RD strategy infeasible. Instead we use the particular way

the download intervals are specified to identify the effect. We specifically use the

fact that the (relative) interval lengths oscillate back and forth; a short interval

will be followed by a long interval, and vice versa. The first few intervals will

describe the logic: download interval 1, (1 − 5 downloads); interval 2, (5 − 10

downloads); interval 3, (10 − 50 downloads); interval 4, (50 − 100 downloads)

and so on. This means that an app starting at the lowest level of an odd (long)

interval will have to fivefold its number of downloads to enter the next interval,

while an app starting in an even (short) interval will only have to double its

downloads to increase interval. An app starting in a short interval the first day

we observe it, will be much more likely, than an app starting in long intervals,

to have switched to a higher interval by the last day we observe it. In section

4. we exploit this variation as an instrument to identify the effect of switching

to a higher download interval.

We find that the daily rating rate increases by somewhere between 0.16 and

0.45 percentage points when an app switches to a higher download interval.

In comparison the baseline daily rating rate for apps that switch download

intervals is around 1.3 percent – it is natural that the switching apps have a

higher baseline rating rate compared to the unconditional average rating rate

(which is 0.4 percent). This translates to approximately a 20 − 30 percent

increase in the daily rating rate, as a result of changing download interval.

To get an idea of which of the two quality signals affects consumers the most,

we need to make the estimates from the two signals comparable. For stated pref-

erences, we calculate the average percentile increase in displayed average rating

distribution an additional half star would induce. For revealed preferences, we

calculate the corresponding average percentile increase in the download interval

distribution a higher interval would induce. By weighing our estimated effects

against these averages we can compare the relative importance of the two types

of quality signals.

The interpretation of our normalized effects are as follows. For stated pref-

erences, we find that a hypothetical app which increases 10 percentiles in the

displayed average rating distribution, will approximately experience a 3 percent

increase in the daily rating rate. For revealed preferences, the effect on the daily
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rating rate of increasing 10 percentiles in the displayed download distribution

is instead about 20 percent. Our result thus strongly supports the notion that,

in a consumer’s view, talk is relatively cheap compared to actions. That con-

sumers respond more to others’ revealed preferences is in line with the typical

economist’s notion that true preferences are reflected in peoples actions rather

than words.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2. describes our data;

section 3. describes our method and results when analyzing stated preferences;

section 4. does the same for revealed preferences and section 5. concludes.

2 Data

Our data was collected from the publicly available app information on the US

version of Google play, which contains approximately 500 000 apps. We collected

daily information for 42 consecutive days (“sessions”) in October and November

2012. The data consists of the following information for each app and day: exact

rating distribution (and hence average rating as well as rounded measures),

price, size, category, time since last update, ranking on a leader board (if any)

and minimum and maximum number of downloads (download interval).

Google play is available across different types of devices running the Android

operating system, such as smart phones and tablets, as well as on desktop

computers. The starting page contains top charts where apps that stand out

in some way are placed (the algorithm determining which apps are placed on

these charts is known only to Google).

When searching for apps, the page of search results contains a brief descrip-

tion of each app along with the option to install each app. For apps that have

one rating or more, the store displays a meter of 1 to 5 stars in half star intervals

calculated from the user supplied 1 to 5 ratings (see figure 1a). When clicking

an app the consumer reaches the “app page” where more detailed information

about the app is available such as exact rating distribution, an interval indi-

cator for number of downloads (but not exact number of downloads), a graph

of download history for a number of days and written user reviews (see fig-

ure 1b). In addition to the previously described star meter and precise rating

distribution, the app page also displays average rating rounded to the closest

0.1 decimal. Due to the smaller screen size of many mobile devices the user is

usually required to scroll down in order to see much of this information when

using the Android version of Google play, which makes the more detailed rating

information much less salient than the average rating rounded off to the closest

half star.
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3 Stated preferences

3.1 Method

In order to identify the causal effect of average rating on download rate we use

a regression discontinuity design (RD). The intuition is that apps with similar

average ratings resemble each other closely in unobservable (and observable)

characteristics, such as quality. The apps that are located slightly above and

below a given round-off-threshold are likely to be very similar in expectation,

while the displayed, rounded off, average rating differ a lot. In the limit, when

the bandwidth around the thresholds tends to zero, the RD design will reproduce

a local randomized experiment, provided that there is some randomness in the

average ratings.

The RD strategy can be specified as follows:

yi,t+1 = α+ τ ·Dit + f(rit − cit) +Witγ + εit (1)

where yi,t+1 is the logarithm of the quota of number of ratings7 in period t+ 1

and t (i.e. the approximate percentage change, henceforth denoted as daily

rating rate), rit is the actual average rating for app i in period t, cit is the half

star round-off-threshold closest to rit, Dit = 1{rit≥cit} and Wit is a potential

vector of covariates. From here on normalized average rating will be denoted

z̃it = rit − cit.

(a) A search for the word “regression”

among Android apps.

(b) Information presented on the app page.

Figure 1: Screenshots from the mobile version of the Google play store.

7As mentioned in the introduction, we do not know the exact downloads. The rating rate will

serve as our proxy for download rate. The validity of this proxy will be tested in the end of

this section
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The function f(.) captures the underlying continuous relationship between

the average rating and the app’s rating rate. In particular, if higher quality of an

app leads to both higher average rating and higher rating rate, this confounding

factor will be picked up by f(.). If this function is discontinuous at the threshold,

τ will not be identified (the derivative is however allowed to be discontinuous).

As in any RD setting, this assumption is not directly testable but we can perform

various robustness tests to validate the assumption.

Our forcing variable, z̃it, ranges from −0.25 to 0.25 as the star discontinu-

ities are distributed in even 0.5 intervals along average rating. In the following

analysis we choose to pool our data for all cutoffs. This allows for a more gen-

eral interpretation of our estimates as the LATE will be estimated on different

discontinuities along the whole range of average ratings.

The fact that we use publicly available information means that the consumer

downloading an app could potentially know as much about an app as we do.

In principle the consumers may be separated into three different levels of so-

phistication: i) the first type only reacts to the most salient information, the

0.5 star average ratings; ii) the second type instead reacts on the 0.1 decimal

precision level that is displayed in the detailed app view; iii) the meticulous

third type of consumer does not react to the rounded off figures at all since

the whole rating distribution is also available in the detailed app view. Our

main empirical strategy only isolates the type i) reaction to average ratings.

However, the results from a similar analysis on the 0.1 decimal level give no

indication that consumers react to the 0.1 decimal averages at all.8 This makes

the extreme type iii) reaction even more implausible. This suggests that the

empirically relevant reaction is due to the most saliently displayed figure, i.e.

the 0.5 star ratings, and that most consumers are of type i).

As mentioned above we do not have access to the exact number of downloads

of each app. Instead, the daily rating rate will serve as a proxy for the daily

download rate. This strategy implicitly assumes that the round-off-indicator,

Dit, is orthogonal to the rating ratio, i.e. the number of ratings divided by the

number of downloads. If there is a psychological effect that makes users more

inclined to rate apps that are rounded up, this assumption is violated. However,

since we have access to downloads by interval we can perform a robustness

check in which the outcome variable instead is an indicator for daily increase in

download interval.

Related to this, there is most likely a certain lag between the downloads and

the ratings of an app. Furthermore, our data is sampled daily. While this gives

8The statistically insignificant point estimates are actually negative. This analysis follows the

one detailed below in everything but cutoff thresholds and the fact that we exclude the eight

thresholds that coincide with the half star thresholds. The latter modification is in order to

avoid attributing the effect of an additional half star to the 0.1 decimal averages.
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very good precision, ideally we would have had access to event based data for

every new download, rating etc. We cannot be sure if an app that switched

rounded value between two days did so just after the first or just before the

second – we cannot know for how large fraction of the day it was “treated”.

These issues both lead to a potential attenuation of the effect of ratings on

downloads, and will bias our estimates towards zero.

A minor additional problem with the number of ratings is that this number

may fall between two days. This peculiarity is due to the fact that each rating

is tied to a user account. Each user can only rate an app once but can if they

wish edit, or even remove their rating. Fortunately, the empirical relevance of

this issue is minor. Out of a total of about 16.5 million app-days (for which

the apps have one rating or more) there are slightly less than 33 000 app-days

for which yi,t < 0 and the exclusion of these makes a negligible impact on the

results.

3.2 Results

The main identifying assumption for our analysis is that the only variable ex-

hibiting a discontinuous behavior around our cutoff is the number of half stars

shown. Precise manipulation of the forcing variable, normalized average rating

(z̃it), could invalidate this assumption.

Figure 2. shows the frequency distribution of normalized average rating

and the unmodified version for apps with more than 50 ratings. These figures

give no indication of manipulation and the distribution looks smooth across the

cutoff. The highest and lowest bins are the only outliers. The highest bins

consists of apps that have been rounded up just slightly (e.g. 3.499), while

the lowest bin consists of apps that have been rounded down just slightly (e.g.

3.501). This striking pattern is a bit of a mystery and persists when excluding
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z̃it
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Figure 2: Frequency distribution of the above variables in 0.01-bins, for apps where

the number of ratings are greater or equal to 50.
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Figure 3: Average daily rating rate by 0.01 bins in normalized average rating. Num-

ber of ratings ≥ 50.

apps with ratings corresponding exactly to half a star (eg. 3.500). We have

no explanation for why apps that are just above the rounded off values are

much more common than apps that locate just below the rounded off values.

Fortunately, these regions are located the furthest away from the rounding off

thresholds used for identification, and will only be included in the maximum

bandwidth sample.

Apart from there being no visual indication of manipulation related to the

rounding off thresholds, the rating mechanism in the store makes manipulation

of app ratings difficult (and is probably intended to do just that). In order to

rate an app the user has to have installed the app on a device, ratings are tied to

each user’s account and each user can only vote on an app once (Google, 2012).

Precise manipulation of ratings would thus require a large number of votes

coming from multiple accounts and installations and would become increasingly

difficult as the number of ratings grows.

Figure 3. shows the average daily rating rate, by normalized average rating.

Overall there is a clear indication that the rating rate is higher for the apps that

are rounded up to the closest half star.

As mentioned above we have no reason to believe that our forcing variable is

being precisely manipulated. However, as ratings are given as discrete numbers

we have a potential problem of artificial discontinuities in the variable. To avoid

such confounding discontinuities we have to restrict our analysis to apps with a

certain number of minimum ratings. So far we have conditioned the sample to

apps with at least 50 ratings. In an attempt to formalize the selection of such

a threshold we perform a common test of discontinuities in the frequency of the

forcing variable around the cutoff due to McCrary (2008). To implement this

test for all days at once we would have to modify it to take the panel structure
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Figure 4: Summary of p-statistics from McCrary density tests performed seperately

for each day over a range of minimum number of ratings. The horizontal line represents

a p-value of 5 %.

of our data into account (in order to get unbiased standard errors). However,

we choose a simpler approach and instead perform the test separately for each

day over a range of minimum number of ratings. Figure 4. summarizes these

estimates.

The figure shows that for a minimum number of ratings above four, the tests

are on average non-significant at the five percent level, while for some days the

tests are highly significant. Since one in 20 independent tests is significant by

chance under the null, it would be overly conservative to require that the test

must be insignificant for all days. The graph shows that the average significances

of the tests decrease as the minimum number of ratings increases. In particular,

the average significance decreases drastically in the region between 40 and 60

minimum ratings. In fact, for a minimum number of ratings above 60, the test

is not significant at the 5 % level for a single day out of our total of 42. Based on

these tests it seems that the distribution is quite smooth already at a minimum

number of ratings around 10. However, to err on the safe side, and due to the

large drop in average significance around 50 minimum ratings, we choose this

as the number of minimum ratings in our preferred specification.

Table 1. shows the estimate of τ in model 1. across a number of different

bandwidths and specifications of f(.), all excluding covariates. To examine

which specification of f(.) that best fits the data we follow the recommendation

of Lee & Lemieux (2010) and perform a test of joint significance on a set of bin

dummies included in a modified version of each model. The p-values from these

tests are presented in square brackets.

As is to be expected, the joint significance of these dummies is reduced as
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Table 1: RD estimates of the effect of being rounded up to nearest half star, on the

daily rating rate.

Polynomial Bandwidth:

order: 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.03

Zero .0001749 .0001927 .000182 .0001969 .0001708 .0001692

(.000042) (.0000473) (.0000508) (.0000549) (.0000627) (.00007)

[.2623477] [.4923134] [.7909614] [.750983] [.592381] [.7790087]

One .0002113 .0001818 .0001786 .0001509 .0001249 .0000825

(.0000676) (.0000712) (.0000748) (.0000816) (.0001004) (.0001228)

[.2541608] [.4531965] [.7071857] [.7299795] [.8442352] [.8190711]

Two .0001324 .0001389 .000162 .0001105 .0001158 .0001811

(.0000845) (.0000886) (.0000959) (.0001092) (.0001423) (.0001736)

[.1953995] [.5211518] [.7757419] [.7513663] [.8426831] [.7831818]

Three .0001591 .0001774 .0000539 .0001375 .0001719 .0003979

(.0001007) (.0001075) (.0001174) (.0001347) (.0001808) (.000228)

[.1551933] [.5049997] [.8119239] [.8096395] [.6809329] [.6027584]

Four .0001296 .0000399 .0001594 .0001093 .0003439 .000686

(.0001175) (.0001257) (.0001395) (.0001638) (.0002213) (.0002714)

[.1412722] [.6607629] [.85897] [.8002244] [.2987714] [.4112361]

Five .0000688 .0001151 .0001622 .0002312 .0006298 .0007534

(.0001332) (.0001447) (.0001606) (.0001936) (.0002584) (.0003066)

[.1640295] [.6701925] [.8489573] [.6398752] [.5329843] [.330277]

BIC preferred polynomial order:

0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: Standard errors in parenthesis. P-values from goodness-of-fit test in square

brackets. The goodness of-fit-test is obtained by jointly testing the significance of a

set of bin dummies included as additional regressors in the model. The bin width used

to construct the bin dummies is 0.01. The optimal order of the polynomial is chosen

using the Bayesian information criterion. Number of ratings ≥ 50.

the bandwidth decreases. However, they are insignificant at conventional levels

for all bandwidths in the zero order polynomial specification. This implies that

a plain comparison of means fits our data reasonably well even at maximum

bandwidth. While this may seem surprising at first, it is due to the fact that

by pooling data over all thresholds, the mechanical relationship between the

forcing variable (distance to closest rounding off threshold) and average rating

is heavily attenuated – in fact, depending on the average rating distribution, the

correlation may even be negative. That the zero order polynomial is optimal is

also indicated by the Bayesian information criterion; the preferred specification

of f(.) is the zero degree polynomial for all bandwidths.

The second striking observation that can be made from table 1. is the

similarity in magnitude of the estimated effects. For the lower degree polynomial

functions, the estimates are mostly in the same quite narrow range. The only
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exceptions are the linear regressions for quite narrow bandwidths. This is also

reflected in the p-values from the dummy tests in that they are slightly lower

(but far from significant) at lower bandwidths with a zero degree polynomial.

Returning to figure 3. it can be noted that the average daily rating rate just

above the cutoff seems to be more in line with the average to the left of the

cutoff, which explains the patterns in table 1. We believe that this is caused

by the data collection and proxy issues detailed in the previous section rather

than a misspecification of the forcing variable or a failure of our identifying

assumption. The fact that the outlying estimates in table 1. are mainly observed

at very narrow bandwidths instead strengthens the argument that there is no

correlation between normalized average rating and average rating. The pattern

is instead likely due to a slight attenuation of the treatment status very close to

the threshold. This would lead to an artificial trend in a narrow region around

the threshold – when zooming in close enough, any discontinuity would look like

a trend, given that an ever so tiny measurement error is present.

Using the information in table 1. and figure 3. it seems natural to exclude

the function f(.) altogether and simply make a comparison of means estimate

for some bandwidth. However, as treatment is only “randomized” at the cutoff

such a method will give estimates with a linear bias in the choice of bandwidth.

Imbens & Lemieux (2008) show that this bias (notation is modified to fit the

current situation) will be:

bias(τ̂) =
h

2
·
(

lim
z̃it↓0

∂

∂z̃it
µ(z̃it) + lim

z̃it↑0

∂

∂z̃it
µ(z̃it)

)
+O(h2)

where h is the bandwidth and µ(.) is the conditional mean of yit. In order to

reduce this bias it is common to include a first degree polynomial which will

generally give a bias of order h2 instead. As is obvious from the specification

of the bias the linearity in h stems from the fact that the conditional mean of

the dependent variable is often related to the forcing variable. On the other

hand, if the relationship between the forcing variable and the conditional mean

is nonexistent on both sides of the cutoff (so that limz̃it ↓/ ↑ 0
∂

∂z̃it
µ(z̃it) = 0) the

estimates from a simple comparison of means will exhibit a bias of a similar

order as those from a local linear regression.

We have argued above that pooling our data for many cutoffs gives no reason

to believe that there truly is a relation between our forcing variable (normalized

average rating) and the conditional mean of our the outcome variable (daily

rating rate). As we have no reason to believe that the bias properties of the

local linear regression are better than those of a standard comparison of means,

we use the latter approach when presenting our results below.

Figure 5. shows the estimates of τ at a 0.1 bandwidth for an increasing

minimum number of app ratings. As we exclude apps with few ratings (and
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hence downloads) the point estimates steadily decrease. This is in line with the

intuition that the effect of average ratings on downloads would be largest for

apps where few other signals of quality are available.

Figure 6a. shows the estimate of τ across a large number of bandwidths. As

in table 1. the point estimates are stable across bandwidths (around 0.00019)

but drop (along with the significance of the estimates) at smaller bandwidths.

When comparing to the average baseline daily rating rate among apps to the

left of the cutoff (0.00425), an estimate of 0.00019 translates into approximately

a 4.5 % increase in the daily rating rate.

Figure 6b. shows the same estimates when including covariates.9 In general

the estimates are of the same magnitude as when not including covariates. This

is reassuring as it suggests that the covariates are balanced over the cutoff and

that our identifying assumption is not violated.

Figure 7. shows the estimates of a comparison of means just as the one in fig-

ure 6a. with the available covariates as dependent variables. Overall there seem

to be little evidence of the covariates being unbalanced. Only two estimates

are marginally significant for a bandwidth of 0.15, “share of 4 star ratings” and

“months since update”. While the significance of the former estimate quickly

disappears when the bandwidth is reduced, the latter is more persistent. That

the number of months since an app was updated would in general be lower for

apps with higher average ratings seems intuitive, but as mentioned the correla-

tion between z̃it and rit is fairly low. Even if there was such a trend it would

be expected to be a continuously decreasing function in z̃it and not exhibit any

discontinuity around the cutoff. We are unable to come up with a reasonable

explanation for this marginally significant discontinuity and we simply attribute
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Figure 5: Estimates of being rounded up on daily rating rate, and number of apps

included in these estimations, across different number of minimum ratings. Covariates

excluded, bandwidth is 0.10.

9Dummies for: months since update; day; app category; leaderboard; price and size.
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Figure 6: Non parametric estimates of being rounded up, on daily rating rate, across

different bandwidths. Number of ratings ≥ 50.

this to chance.

Worth noting is the bottom right sub-figure of figure 7. which shows the com-

parison of means estimates of an extra half star’s effect on average rating. Note

that if we only used one rounding off threshold, there would be a mechanical

one-to-one positive relationship between normalized average rating and average

rating. However, when pooling the data we actually get a negative insignificant

relation between normalized average rating and average rating. This takes the

RD closer to a proper randomized experiment and further strengthens the case

for covariates related to average rating being balanced around the cutoff. In

addition, it also lends support to excluding the polynomial when estimating the

effects.

In all of the analysis above we have used the daily rating rate (percentage

change in the number of ratings between one day and the following) as a proxy

for the daily download rate. It might be argued that finding an effect on this

proxy variable does not necessarily mean that the download rate is affected. A

skeptic may instead attribute the effect to some psychological reaction related

to the rating inclination of app users. If the consumers’ inclinations to rate

an app are affected by the difference between an app’s average rating and the

rounded off average rating, the relationship between our preferred outcome vari-

able (download rate) and our proxy (rating rate) is not stable over the rounding

off threshold. To investigate this we run the same comparison of means regres-

sions as above on an indicator variable that is one in the day that an app changes

download interval; e.g. if it switches from being classified as having (5 − 10)

downloads to having (10− 50) downloads this indicator will be one for the first

day in the higher interval. Among our total of 3 508 814 app days for apps with

a minimum number of ratings of 50 there are only 14 004 days in which an app

changes download interval. This means that a substantial amount of variation

is thrown away when using the indicator variable instead of the proxy variable.
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Figure 7: Non parametric estimates of being rounded up on different covariates across

different bandwidths. Number of ratings ≥ 50.
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Figure 8: Non parametric estimates of being rounded up on changing download

interval. Number of ratings ≥ 50.

Figure 8. shows the estimates over a range of bandwidths. While they are

mostly just marginally significant at the 5 % level, this marginal significance

prevails until the bandwidth is very low (in fact for some smaller bandwidths

the estimates are significant at the 5 % level). Overall, figure 8. indicates that

the rating rate is a good proxy for the download rate. The baseline probability

of changing download category for apps that are rounded down is 0.00383 (for

a 0.10 bandwidth) which means that an estimate of 0.00022 translates into an

approximately 5.7 % higher chance of changing download category for apps with

one extra half star. This is very close to the estimated effect on the the daily

rating rate (4.5 %).

4 Revealed preferences

4.1 Method

The purpose of this section is to estimate the causal effect of the displayed

number of downloads on future download rate (as above, approximated by the

rating rate). The presumption is that a large number of downloads is an im-

portant quality signal that will have a positive effect on future downloads. The

problems of causation are obvious since we essentially want to measure the

stock variable’s (number of downloads) effect on the corresponding flow vari-

able (download rate).

However, the details of what information Google play reveals to the users,

and what remains unobserved, provide a potential solution for identification, but

not without some caveats. As mentioned above, the Google play store does not

reveal the exact number of downloads for an app. This is good since the signaled

number of downloads remains constant for a long time while the true number of
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Ratings Interval
Min Max Max/Min type

1 5 5 Long

5 10 2 Short

10 50 5 Long

50 100 2 Short

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 2: Structure of download intervals on the Google play store.

downloads changes. If we had access to the true number of downloads, we could

use the same type of regression discontinuity approach as above to estimate the

causal effect of signaled number of downloads on download rate. Unfortunately,

as we only have access to publicly available data we do not have the required

running variable, exact number of downloads, and hence cannot use a regression

discontinuity design to analyze how daily downloads change in response to the

displayed download intervals.

Another way to analyze the effect in question using our data would be to look

at apps that switch download intervals and compare the rating rate before and

after that switch. However, this method would lead to biased estimates since

temporary positive shocks to the download rate will be mechanically overrepre-

sented just prior to a switch in download interval. An instrument for switching

download interval could solve the identification problem through the ordinary

IV-approach. Such a variable needs to be highly correlated with switching down-

load interval but plausibly uncorrelated with the unobservable characteristics,

such as underlying quality or temporal shocks to the download rate.

Due to a nice feature of how download intervals are defined on Google play

we have access to an instrumental variable that potentially satisfies these re-

quirements. Table 2. shows the minimum and maximum number of downloads

for the first four download intervals. It is clear that for every other download

interval a fivefold increase in the number of downloads is required to advance

to the next interval, while for the other intervals a doubling is enough. This

structure is repeated for all intervals. We label these two types of download

intervals long and short respectively.

The type of interval an app initially belongs to is somewhat correlated with

the previous rating rate (apps with a higher rating rate are more likely to be

found in a long interval). However, this difference in means will be absorbed by

app fixed effects in our specification. Apps starting in short intervals should be

more likely to have switched to a higher download interval for any given time,

compared to apps starting in long intervals. This is the variation that we use

for identification. Technically our instrument consists of the interaction between
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initial download interval type and time (day dummies).

In the following analysis we thus run two stage least squares regressions using

the interactions between initial type of download interval, and dummies for each

day as instruments for whether an app has switched download interval. This

instrument specification translates into the cumulative probability of an app,

in each respective interval type, having switched download interval in a given

day. That apps in short intervals will have a higher probability of switching

download interval allows us to disentangle the effect of this from a general time

trend. Formally our model is specified as:

yi,t+1 = αi + κ · Iit + Stδ +Witγ + εit (2)

Iit = α′i + TiStφ+ Stδ
′ +Witγ

′ + υit (3)

where yit (the rating rate) is specified as above, αi and α′i are app specific

constants, Iit is an indicator for whether app i has switched intervals by day

t, St is a vector of day dummies, Wit is a vector of covariates and Ti is an

indicator for the app being in a short download interval in its initial session.

Equation 2. represents the main equation and equation 3. the first stage.

4.2 Results

The first question is whether apps in short download intervals really do have

a higher probability of switching intervals – this question thus relates to the

strength of the first stage. Figure 9. shows the daily average of Iit for apps

initially belonging to each respective download interval type. As suspected,

the probability of an app having switched download interval is always higher
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Figure 9: Cumulative probability of having switched download interval over days.

Long (short) signifies that the app was in a long (short) interval in its first session.

Number of ratings ≥ 50.
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Figure 10: Daily rating rate by initial interval type. “First day” and “Any day”

signifies which day an app must first appear in our data in order to be included in the

analysis. Number of ratings ≥ 50.

for apps initially belonging to a short download interval, and this difference is

increasing in the number of days that pass.

Figure 10. plots the average daily rating rate for the two download interval

types and shows a simple linear fit of the values. The downward sloping pattern

in figure 10a. is due to the sample being restricted to apps that entered our

sample already the first day (session 369) and stayed in the sample until the

final day (session 410). It is thus based on a balanced panel. In figure 10b. we

also include apps that enter our sample later on. The initial download interval

type is in this case based on the first session in which we observe the app in

the sample. In general, new apps have a higher daily rating rate than old apps.

This explains why there is a general negative trend in the left graph, while the

general trend is positive in the right graph (the whole market is growing). The

relative pattern for “short apps” (solid) and “long apps” (dashed) is consistent

with a positive causal effect on downloads from switching to a higher interval.

As time passes more of the apps initially in the short download intervals switch

interval and experience an increase in the daily rating rate.

Figure 11a. shows the raw frequency distribution of apps over different

download intervals. It is clear that there is a large number of apps in the long

download interval ”1 000 − 5 000 downloads”. Figure 11b. shows the normal-

ized frequency distribution; the normalization simply consists of dividing the

frequencies in short intervals by 2, and the frequencies in long intervals by 5,

in order to compensate for the interval lengths. The normalized frequencies

closely resembles a normal distribution. This gives little reason to suspect any

problems with apps being strangely distributed across download intervals.

While a perfect instrumental variable will always give asymptotically unbi-
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Figure 11: Distribution of apps in their first day over different download intervals.

Number of ratings ≥ 0.

ased estimates, this is not true if the exclusion restriction does not hold. Then

the bias will be increasing in the correlation between the instrument and the

error term in the main equation but decreasing in correlation between the in-

strument and the endogenous variable. With no formal tests of whether the

exclusion restriction holds it is common to check the latter correlation, the

strength of the first stage. The stronger the instruments are, the smaller any

problems caused by violation of the exclusion restriction will be.

Figure 9. suggests that the statistical relationship between our endogenous

variable and instrument is large. Table 3. presents the F-statistic from a joint

test of our instrumental variables being non-zero. Across all specifications this

statistic is very large which reassures that the instrument is indeed strong.

Table 3. summarizes the estimates of κ in model 2. from a number of dif-

ferent specifications. Focusing on the first two columns, the point estimates are

lower when the sample is restricted to only include apps with a higher number

of minimum ratings but do not seem to vary much when including covariates.

The third column of table 3. shows the point estimates when restricting our

sample to apps for which we have information for all days in our samples (the

balanced panel). The point estimates in these specifications are smaller and do

not vary much across the different minimum number of ratings specifications.

The point estimates on their own give little information of the economic

significance of switching download interval. Instead it is the relative effects,

when compared against a baseline, that is of interest. As apps that change

interval during the period under observation might be systematically different
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Table 3: Estimates of the effect of switching download interval on daily rating rate

2SLS, # Ratings ≥ 0

Cumul. Increase 0.00444∗∗∗ 0.00412∗∗∗ 0.00155∗∗

(0.000735) (0.000765) (0.000611)

FS F stat. 3110.9 3149.1 3553.3

N 16037658 16037658 15196186

# Apps 422772 422772 379666

2SLS, # Ratings ≥ 20

Cumul. Increase 0.00402∗∗∗ 0.00378∗∗∗ 0.00196∗∗∗

(0.000897) (0.000873) (0.000627)

FS F stat. 1099.3 1106.3 1213.3

N 5593767 5593767 5272857

# Apps 147351 147351 131416

2SLS, # Ratings ≥ 50

Cumul. Increase. 0.00215∗∗ 0.00219∗∗ 0.00159∗∗

(0.00108) (0.00106) (0.000748)

FS F stat. 786.8 788.1 785.2

N 3508987 3508987 3283771

# Apps 92775 92775 81881

Session FE Yes Yes Yes

App FE Yes Yes Yes

Rating dummies No Yes Yes

Board dummy No Yes Yes

Startsession 369 No No Yes

Notes: Clustered standard errors in parentheses, p-values: * - 10 %, ** - 5 %,

*** - 1 %. “FS F Stat.” presents F-values from a test of the excluded instruments.

from apps that do not change we are estimating an average treatment effect on

the treated (ATT). Thus our baseline consists of apps that will switch download

interval, but has not yet done so.

Focusing on the first two columns this baseline average daily rating rate

is around 0.013 when letting apps enter our dataset in any day (it does not

vary much with the different minimum number of rating specifications). The

point estimates of around 0.0042 when using our full sample then translates into

approximately a 31 % increase in daily rating rate, when switching to a higher

download interval. When restricting analysis to 20 and 50 minimum ratings the

point estimates of around 0.0039 and 0.0022 translate into approximately a 28 %

and 17 % increase respectively. When restricting attention to the estimates in

the third column, where we exclude new apps, the point estimates are all around

0.0017 which translates roughly into a 22 % increase in daily rating rate, as the

baselines for these specifications are all around 0.008.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated how consumer behavior responds to informa-

tion about others’ stated and revealed preferences. We found, based on daily

data from the Google play store, that an extra half star leads to approximately

a 4.5 % increase in daily download rate (approximated by daily rating rate). In

the same manner, an increase in displayed download category increased daily

download rate by approximately 25 %. In order to compare the sizes of these

effects, we need to normalize them.

We have chosen to do this by calculating the percentile increase in the un-

derlying distribution that an increase in the respective measure induces; i.e. an

extra half star’s impact on position in the average rating distribution, and a

higher download interval’s impact on position in the download interval distribu-

tion. The average percentile increase from one extra half star is approximately

16 percentiles. The corresponding average percentile increase from switching to

a higher download category is about 12 percentiles.

The normalized effects can then be expressed as follows: a 10 percentile

increase in the average rating distribution increases daily download rate by

approximately 3 percent, while a 10 percentile increase in the download dis-

tribution increases the daily download rate by approximately 20 percent. Our

results thus indicate that future downloads are much more responsive to other

consumers’ revealed preferences than other consumers’ stated preferences – in

other words, observational learning seems to be much more important than

eWOM.

This finding is in line with the standard economist’s notion that talk is

cheap and that actions speak louder than words. However, there are a number

of competing explanations that are left to be explored in future studies. One

such explanation for the relatively modest consumer response to others’ stated

preferences is that the average rating in the app market is rather high – slightly

above 4. This might be an indication of rating inflation taking place, which

could attenuate the informational value of an app’s average rating.

Furthermore, the attribution of the revealed preferences effect to observa-

tional learning is not without caveats. Pure observational learning is caused

exclusively by an updated estimate of a product’s true quality. In many cases

the true quality of a product is endogenous to the number of users – many

products carry positive (and sometimes negative) network externalities. Un-

fortunately, we cannot isolate what share of the revealed preference effect that

should be attributed to pure observational learning and what is instead due to

positive network externalities.

Finally, a limitation of the study is that the costly apps (i.e. the non free

apps) are too few, and have too few ratings, to be analyzed separately. Arguably,
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the external validity of the study would increase if the relative sizes of the

effects were to prevail in an separate analysis based exclusively on costly apps.

However, the specific market that we analyze – and the software market in

general – is quite special in that there is often a connection between specific

costly and free apps. For each costly app, there is generally a “sister app”

that is free of charge. The purpose of the free sister app is usually to promote

the costly version, to collect additional charges within the app and to generate

advertising revenue. One may therefore hypothesize that the most important

quality information about a costly app comes from using the free version of the

same app. In that case, the average rating and download statistics of a costly

app may have very limited effects on demand as it is redundant for someone who

has already experienced the free version of the same app. Instead, the download

statistics and average rating of the free sister app could be the most important

influences on demand for the costly app. This relates to the effectiveness of using

a free app to advertise the costly app. In a future study we plan to analyze this

issue further by matching the apps into sibling pairs.
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